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Helps you hydrate 
contains nutrients 
and beneficial plant 
compounds, contains 
compounds that may 
help prevent cancer, may 
improve heart health, 
may lower inflammation 
and oxidative stress, 
may help prevent 
macular degeneration, 
may help relieve muscle 
soreness. Melon. 
Watermelon seeds have 

amazing health benefits 
too. These are loaded 
with nutrients like 
magnesium, folate, and 
fatty acids. They are rich 
in fibres, have low sugar 
content, and also contain 
citrulline. Lycopene 
is found abundantly 
in watermelon. It 
has antioxidant and 
a n t i - i n f l a m m a t o r y 
potential. Some studies 
indicate it might also 

Health Benefits of water melon 
Here are the health benefits of eating 

watermelon

be helpful to improve 
mental processes and 
thinking. The correct 
way to choose a ripe 
watermelon is to look 
for a pale yellow or 
cream-coloured spot. 
This is where the melon 
rests on the ground and 
it is light green or white 
in colour initially. This 
bald spot changes its 
colour after ripening of 
the fruit.

 The heart beats about 2.5 billion times over 
the average lifetime, pushing millions of gallons 
of blood to every part of the body. This steady 
flow carries with it oxygen, fuel, hormones, other 
compounds, and a host of essential cells. It also 
whisks away the waste products of metabolism. 
When the heart stops, essential functions fail, some 
almost instantly. These pockets, called plaque, 

can limit blood flow 
through arteries that 
nourish the heart — 
the coronary arteries 
— and other arteries 
throughout the body. 
When a plaque breaks 
apart, it can cause a 
heart attack or stroke. 
Although many people 
develop some form of 
cardiovascular disease 
(a catch-all term for all 
of the diseases affecting 
the heart and blood 
vessels) as they get 
older, it isn’t inevitable. 
A healthy lifestyle, 
especially when started 
at a young age, goes a 
long way to preventing 
cardiovascular disease. 
Lifestyle changes and 
medications can nip 
heart-harming trends, 
like high blood pressure 
or high cholesterol, in 
the bud before they 
cause damage. And a 
variety of medications, 
operations, and devices 
can help support the 
heart if damage occurs.

Heart Health
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ðöƒèO™ Cø‰î¶ ªè£Œò£Š ðö‹
 ª è £ Œ ò £ 
ðöñ£ù¶ à‡¬ñJ™ 
á † ì „ ê ˆ ¶ ‚ è O ¡ 
Þ¼ŠHì‹. ªè£Œò£ ðö‹ 
¬õ†ìI¡ C, ¬ô‚«è£d«ù 
ñŸÁ‹ «î£LŸ° 
ï¡¬ñ ðò‚°‹ àJ˜ 
õO«òŸø âF˜Šªð£¼œ 
(Ý‡®Ý‚Rì‡†) ÜFè 
Ü÷M™ ªè£‡´œ÷¶.
 ª è £ Œ ò £ Š 
ðöƒè¬÷ ï£œ«î£Á‹ 
à‡íô£‹. Ýó…²Š 
ðöˆF™ Þ¼‚°‹ ¬õ†ìI¡ 
‘C’ Ü÷M¬ùMì 
ï£¡° ñìƒ° ÜFè 
Ü÷¾ ¬õ†ìI¡ 
‘C’J¬ù ªè£Œò£Š ðö‹ 
ªè£‡´œ÷¶. ¬õ†ìI¡ 
‘C’ «ï£Œ âF˜Š¹ˆ 
Fø¬ù ÜFKŠð¶ì¡ 
ê£î£óíñ£ù «ï£Œèœ 
ñŸÁ‹ «ï£Œ‚A¼IèO¡ 
ª î £ Ÿ ø L ¼ ‰ ¶ ‹ 

à ì ª ô ´ ˆ î õ Â ‚ ° ‚ 
è˜ñƒè¬÷ Üø«õ M´õ¶ 
Þòô£¶. Ýù£™ M¬ùŠ ðò¬ùˆ 
¶ø‰îõ¡ âõ«ù£ Üõ¡ Fò£A 
âùŠð´Aø£¡.

ÿñˆ ðèõˆ W¬î
Üˆ 18:11

î£‹ Þ¼‚°‹ õ¬óJ™ è˜ñº‹ à‡´. Í„² 
M´õ«î è˜ñ‹. ²õ£C‚è£¶ ò£˜ õ£ö º®»‹? à‡ð¶ 
è˜ñ‹: àøƒ°õ¶ è˜ñ‹. Ýè àì™ â´ˆîõÂ‚°‚ 
è˜ñˆ¬î M´î™ â¡ð¶ ªõÁ‹ «ð„². è˜ñˆ¬î Mì 
ºò™ðõ¡ î¡¬ùˆ î£«ù ãñ£ŸP‚ªè£œAø£¡. ñŸÁ, 
è˜ñˆ¬î ðŸøŸÁ„ ªêŒò «õ‡´‹. M«õA å¼õù¶ 
M«õèˆ¶‚° ãŸøõ£Á ðŸøŸÁ‚ è˜ñ‹ ªêŒAø£¡. 
Üõóõ˜ è˜ñˆ¬î ðŸøŸÁ„ ªêŒò «õ‡´‹. è˜ñˆ¬î 
ñQî¡ cˆ¶Mì º®ò£¶. è˜ñˆ¶‚°ˆ î£¡ è˜ˆî£ 
â‡µ‹ â‡íˆ¬î cˆ¶ Mì «õ‡´‹. ÜŠð®„ 
ªêŒAøõ«ù Fò£Aò£A¡ø£¡. ðŸøŸøõÂ‚° 
M¬ùŠðò¡ Þ™¬ô.

b«ò£˜ ê£è«õ‡´ªñ¡ð¶ 
â¡ M¼Šð‹ Ü¡Á!

Ü ™ ô £ y ¬ õ ò ¡ P 
¬ û ˆ î £ ¬ ù Š 
ªð£ÁŠð£÷ù£‚A‚ ªè£œðõ¡ 
ªõOŠð¬ìò£ù ÞöŠ¬ð 
Ü¬ì‰¶M†ì£¡. Üõ˜èÀ‚° 
Üõ¡ õ£‚èO‚Aø£¡. Ý¬ê 
õ£˜ˆ¬î ÃÁAø£¡, ¬ûˆî£¡ 

Üõ˜èÀ‚° ãñ£Ÿøˆ¬î«ò õ£‚èO‚Aø£¡. Üõ˜èœ 
îƒ°Iì‹ ïóè‹. ÜFL¼‰¶ îŠH‚°‹ õN¬ò Üõ˜èœ 
è£íñ£†ì£˜èœ.

F¼è¢°˜ Ý¡
Ü¡Qú£ 19-120-121

¬ûˆî£¡ ãñ£Ÿøˆ¬î«ò 
õ£‚èO‚Aø£¡!

î¬ôõó£Aò Ý‡ìõ˜ 
ÃÁõ¶ Þ¶«õ: â¡«ñ™ 
Ý¬í! b«ò£˜ ê£è 
«õ‡´«ñ¡ð¶ â¡ M¼Šð‹ 
Ü¡Á: Ýù£™, Üˆb«ò£˜ 
î‹ õNèOQ¡Á F¼‹H 
õ£ö «õ‡´‹ â¡ð«î â¡ 
M¼Šð‹. Ýè«õ àƒèœ bò 

õNèOQ¡Á F¼‹¹ƒèœ,”
¬ðHœ 

â«ê‚Aò™ 33:11

àìªô´ˆîõÂ‚°‚ 
è˜ñƒè¬÷ Üø«õ M´õ¶ 

Þòô£¶!

ñˆF eQ™ Þ¼‚°‹ ï¡¬ñèœ...!

è†®è¬÷ è¬ó‚°‹ êŠð£ˆF‚
èœO

ñ¼î£EJ¡ ñ¼ˆ¶õ °íƒèœ...!

îIöèˆF™ ÜFè÷¾ 
A¬ì‚°‹ e¡èO™ 
å¡ø£ù ñˆF eQ™ 
ãó£÷ñ£ù ï¡¬ñèœ 
àœ÷¶. îIöè èì«ô£ó 
ð°FèO™ ÜFè÷¾ 
A¬ì‚°‹ ñˆF e¡, «èó÷ 
ñ£GôˆFŸ° ªð¼‹ Ü÷M™ 
ãŸÁñF ªêŒòŠð´Aø¶. 
ñQî àì™ õ÷˜„C‚°‹, 
Ý«ó£‚AòˆFŸ°‹ Iè¾‹ 
ÜõCòñ£è «î¬õŠð´‹ 
¹óî„êˆ¶ eQ™ ÜFè‹ 
àœ÷¶. ñˆF e¡èO™ 
àì™ Ý«ó£‚AòˆFŸ° 
«î¬õò£ù ªè£¿Š¹, 
¬ õ † ì I ¡ è œ , 
î£¶„êˆ¶‚èœ àœ÷¶.
100 Aó£‹ ñˆF eQ™ 
¹óî„êˆ¶ 20.9 Aó£º‹, 
ªè£¿Š¹ êˆ¶ 10.5 Aó£º‹, 
ê£‹ð™ êˆ¶ 1.9 Aó£º‹, 
c˜„êˆ¶ 66.70 Aó£º‹ 

ï£èî£O âùŠð´‹ êŠð£ˆF 
èœOJ¡ ñ¼ˆ¶õ 
ðò¡ð£†´‚° Iè º‚Aò 
è£óí‹, ÞF àœ÷ 
è£™Cò‹, ªð£†ì£Cò‹, 
ð£vðóv, ªñ‚mCò‹ 
«ð£¡ø êˆ¶‚èÀ‹ 
àò˜îóñ£ù ï£˜êˆ¶‹ 
î£¡.
àìL™ àœ÷ Ü¬ùˆ¶ 
è†®è¬÷»‹ è¬ó‚è Þ¬õ 
ðò¡ð´Aø¶. ªõJL™ 
ãŸð´‹ ï£õó†C‚°‹, 
ªõŒJ™ ãŸð´ˆ¶‹ 
àì™ «ê£˜¬õ «ð£‚è¾‹ 
àwíˆ¬î °¬ó‚è¾‹ 
Þ‰î êŠð£ˆF‚ èœO ðö‹ 
àîM ¹K»‹. ï£èî£O 
ðöˆ¬î ê£ŠH†´ õ‰î£™ 
°ó™õ¬÷, HˆîŠ¬ð, 
ñô‚°ì™ ê£˜‰î Ü¬ùˆ¶ 
°¬øð£´èÀ‹ cƒ°‹. è£ê 
Þ¼ñ™, Þóˆî‹ °‚°î½‹ 
b¼‹. ë£ðè ñøF âùŠð´‹ 
Ü™¬úñ˜ «ï£Œ‚° Þ¶ 
ñ¼‰î£è ðò¡ð´ˆîô£‹. 
Þ‰î ðöˆ¬î ªî£ì˜‰¶ 
â´ˆ¶‚ªè£œ÷õî£™ è‡ 
ð£˜¬õ Ã˜¬ñò£Aø¶.
ê£Šð£ˆF‚ èœO ðöˆF™ 
àœ÷ àò˜îóñ£ù 
ï£˜„êˆî£™ àìL™ 
Þ¼‚°‹ «î¬õòŸø 
ªè£¿Š¹è¬÷ è¬óˆ¶ 

ñ ¼ î £ E J ¡ 
º¿ˆî£õóº‹ ñ¼ˆ¶õ 
ðò¡ à¬ìò¬õò£°‹. 
ÞõŸP¡ Þ¬ôèœ, ð†¬ì, 
ñô˜, èQèœ «ð£¡ø¬õ 
ñ¼ˆ¶õ ðò¡è¬÷ 
ªè£‡ì¶. ñ¼î£E 
Þ¬ô¬ò ¬èèO™ 
¬õŠðî£™ ð™«õÁ ðò¡èœ 
A¬ìA¡øù. ñ¼î£E 
Þ¬ôèœ î¬ê ÞÁ‚°‹ 
î¡¬ñ ªè£‡ì¶. ÜFè 
ÞóˆîŠ«ð£‚A¬ù î´‚°‹. 
ñ£îMì£Œ ²ôðñ£Œ Þ¼‚è 
àî¾‹. ªð‡èO¡ 
ªõœ¬÷Šð´î™ ñŸÁ‹ 
ñ£îMì£J™ ÜFèŠð®ò£ù 
ÞóˆîŠ«ð£‚° ÝAòõŸ¬ø 
b˜‚°‹.
è£™ âK„ê¬ôˆ î´‚è 
Þ¬ôè¬÷ Ü¬óˆ¶ 
ð¬êò£è ¬õŠðF¡ Íô‹ 
ÜõŸ¬ø êKªêŒòô£‹. 
ªî£‡¬ì èóèóŠ¹‚° 
ªè£ŠðOŠ¹ có£°‹. 
Þ¬ôèO¡ õ®ê£Á, Ü™ô¶ 
èê£ò‹ õJŸÁŠ«ð£‚° 
ñŸÁ‹ Yî«ðFJ¬ù 
è † ´ Š ð ´ ˆ ¶ ‹ . 
àœ÷ƒè£L™ ÝE 
ãŸð†®¼‰î£™ ñ¼î£E 
Þ¬ô»ì¡ CP¶ õê‹¹, 
ñ…êœ èŸÌó‹ «ê˜ˆ¶ 
Ü¬îˆ¶, ÝE àœ÷ 
ÞìˆF™ ªî£ì˜‰¶ è†® õó 
å¼ õ£óˆF™ °íñ£°‹.

àœ÷¶. ñˆF e¡èO™ 
“å«ñè£ 3” ªè£¿Š¹ 
ÜIô‹ ÜFè‹ àœ÷î£™ 
†¬ó AOê¬ó´èœ 
Ü÷¬õ °¬øˆ¶ Þîò 
«ï£Œ ãŸð´‹ õ£ŒŠ¬ð 
°¬ø‚Aø¶. «î£™ «ï£Œ, 
Í¬÷ ñŸÁ‹ ïó‹¹ «ï£Œèœ, 
õòî£ùõ˜èÀ‚° ãŸð´‹ 
ñù Ü¿ˆî‹, Ýv¶ñ£, 
º® àF˜î™ ÝAò «ï£Œèœ 
õ¼‹ õ£ŒŠ¬ð °¬ø‚°‹.
ê˜‚è¬ó «ï£Œ àœ÷õ˜èœ, 
ñˆF e¡ ê£ŠH†ì£™ «ï£Œ 
âF˜Š¹ Fø¡ ÜFèKˆ¶ 
óˆîîF™ ê˜‚è¬óJ¡ 
Ü÷¬õ è†´Šð´ˆîô£‹ 
ñˆF e¡èO™ è£™Cò‹ 
ÜFè‹ Þ¼Šðî£™ 
â½‹¹èO¡ õ÷˜„C‚° 
àî¾Aø¶. «ñ½‹ ð£vðóv 
êˆFù£™ â½‹¹èÀ‚° 
õL¬ñ î¼Aø¶.

ªõO«òŸP àì™ 
ð¼ñ¬ù °¬ø‚Aø¶. 
ê Š ð £ ˆ F ‚ è œ O ¬ ò 
ï¡° ð¬êò£‚A CP¶ 
M÷‚ªè‡ªíŒ M†´ 
õî‚A i‚è‹, õL è‡ì 
ÞìˆF™ «ñŸÌ„ê£èŠ ÌC 
¬õ‚è M¬óM™ i‚è‹ 
õŸÁ‹ õL»‹ Mô°‹. 
êŠð£ˆF‚ èœO¬ò 
º†èœ c‚A ²ˆFèKˆ¶ 
ð¬êò£‚A 20 Aó£‹ 
Ü÷M™ Fùº‹ Þ¼«õ¬÷ 
ê£ŠH†´ õó àwíñ£è 
ñô‹ ªõO«òÁî™ 
ñŸÁ‹ ñ£îMô‚° GŸ°‹ 
è£ôˆF™ ãŸð´‹ ð™«õÁ 
ªî£™¬ôèœ Þ™ô£ñ™ 
«ð£°‹. º†èÀœ÷ 
ê Š ð £ ˆ F ‚ è œ O J ¡ 
Þ¬ôˆî‡¬ì H÷‰¶, 
ªõOŠ¹øºœ÷ º†è¬÷ 
c‚A, à†¹øñ£è CP¶ 
ñ…ê¬÷ îìM, ÜùL™ 
õ£†®, è†®èO¡ «ñ™ 
ÞÁ‚èñ£è è†® ¬õˆ¶ 
õó Ýó‹ð G¬ôJ½œ÷ 
è†®èœ M¬óM™ à¬ì‰¶ 
¹‡ âOF™ ÝÁ‹. ¹‡ 
Ýø î£ñîñ£ù£™ ñ…ê¬÷ 
«îƒè£Œ â‡ªí»ì¡ 
èô‰î îìM õó M¬óM™ 
°íº‡ì£°‹.

ñ¼î£E Þ¬ô A¼I 
ï£CQ, è‡µ‚°Š 
¹ôŠðì£î A¼Iè¬÷ 
ÜN‚è õ™ô¶. ïè²ˆF 
õó£ñ™ î´‚°‹. ¹‡¬í 
ÝŸø¾‹ ï™ô ñ¼‰¶. 
ñ¼î£E Þ¬ô¬ò 
Ü¬óˆ¶ ¬èèÀ‚° 
¬õˆ¶ õó, àì™ ªõŠð‹ 
îE»‹. ¬èèÀ‚° 
Ü®‚è® ñ¼î£E «ð£†´ 
õó ñù«ï£Œ ãŸð´õ¶ 
°¬ø»‹. ñ¼î£E Þ†´‚ 
ªè£œõî£™ ïèƒèÀ‚° 
â‰î «ï£»‹ õó£ñ™ 
ð£¶è£‚èô£‹. Ýù£™ Þ‰î 
ðò¡èœ â™ô£‹ îŸ«ð£¶ 
è¬ìèO™ A¬ì‚°‹ 
ñ¼î£E «è£¡èO™ 
A¬ì‚è õ£ŒŠ«ð Þ™¬ô.
ñ¼î£E Þ†´‚ 
ªè£œõî£™ Cô¼‚° 
êO H®ˆ¶ M´‹. ÞîŸ° 
ñ¼î£E Þ¬ôè¬÷ 
Ü¬ó‚°‹ «ð£¶ Ãì«õ 
7 Ü™ô¶ 8 ªï£„C 
Þ¬ôè¬÷ «ê˜ˆ¶ Ü¬óˆ¶ 
¬ õ ˆ ¶ ‚ ª è £ œ ÷ ô £ ‹ . 
Ýø£î õ£ŒŠ¹‡ Ü‹¬ñŠ 
¹‡ ÝAòõŸPŸ° Þî¡ 
Þ¬ô¬ò Ü¬óˆ¶ cK™ 
è¬óˆ¶ õ®ˆ¶ õ£Œ 
ªè£ŠðO‚èô£‹. Ü¬óˆ¶ 
Ü‹¬ñŠ ¹‡èÀ‚°Š 
Ìêô£‹. 

ªè£ôv†ó£ô£™ ãŸð´‹
Ýðˆ¶èœ!

ªè£ôv†ó£™ â¡ð¶ 
ÞóˆîˆF™ àœ÷ å¼ 
Mîñ£ù ªè£¿ŠH¡ 
CÁCÁ ¶èœèœ Ý°‹. 
Þ‰î ªñ¿° «ð£¡ø 
ªð£¼œ å¼ êƒALò£™ 
Ýù «ð†® ÝR† Ý°‹ 
ÞF™ 27 è£˜ð¡ Üµè¢èœ 
àœ÷ù.
 ªè£ôvìó£½‚° 
àìL™ Iè º‚Aòñ£ù 
«õ¬ô à‡´. ãªùQ™ 
Ü¬õ ªê™ ²õ˜èO¡ 
å¼ ð°Fò£è¾‹, 
ïó‹¹è¬÷„ ²ŸP»œ÷ 
ªð£¼œèœ, Í¬÷ 
ªê™èœ ÝAò¬õèO¡ 
ð ° F è ÷ £ è ¾ ‹ 
Þ¼‚A¡øù.
 Þ‰î ñ£L‚Ã™ 
Þ™¬ô â¡ø£™ àJ˜ 
õ£›õªî¡ð¶ G¬ùˆ¶Š 
ð£˜‚è º®ò£î å¡ø£°‹. 
ªè£ôv†ó£™ àì½‚° 

Üšõ÷¾ ºè¢Aòˆ 
«î¬õò£ù å¡ø£°‹. 
Ýîô£™ àì½‚°ˆ 
«î¬õò£ù Iè‚°¬ø‰î 
Ü÷¾ ªè£ôv†ó£¬ô‚ 
è™hó™ îò£K‚°‹ î°F 
à¬ìò¶.
 Ýù£™ Þ‰î 
ñ£L‚Ã™ «î¬õ‚° 
ÜFèñ£è àìL«ô£ Ü™ô¶ 
ÞóˆîˆF«ô£ Þ¼‰î£™ 
ÜFèŠð®ò£ù ªè£ôv†ó£™ 
Þîò Þóˆî‚ °ö£ŒèO™ 
ð®‰¶ Ü¬ìŠ¹è¬÷ 
ãŸð´ˆ¶Aø¶. Þîò‹ 
ñ†´I¡P ÜFèŠð®ò£ù 
ªè£ôv†ó£™ Í¬÷J™ 
àœ÷ Þóˆî‚ 
°ö£ŒèO½‹, è£L™ àœ÷ 
Þóˆî‚ °ö£ŒèO½‹, 
«î£L¡ Ü®J½‹ 
è‡µ‚°‚ Wö‹ ð®‰¶ 
ð£FŠH¬ù ãŸð´ˆ¶Aø¶.

ð£¶è£‚Aø¶.
 ª è £ Œ ò £ Š 
ðö‹ ê£ŠH´õîù£™ 
¹«ó£v«ì† ¹ŸÁ«ï£Œ 
Üð£ò‹ °¬øõî£è‚ 
è‡´H®‚èŠð†´œ÷¶. 
«ñ½‹ ÞõŸP™ 
¬ ô ‚ « è £ d « ù 
G¬ø‰¶œ÷î£™ ñ£˜ðèŠ 
¹ŸÁ«ï£Œ ªê™èœ 
Ü N ‚ è Š ð ´ A ¡ ø ù . 
ªè£Œò£M™ G¬ø‰¶œ÷ 
ï£˜„êˆF¡ Íôñ£è¾‹ 
ñŸÁ‹ °¬ø‰î A¬÷CI‚ 
°Pf†®¡ è£óíñ£è¾‹ 
ê˜‚è¬óJ¡ Ü÷¾ F¯ªóù 
àò˜õ¶ î´‚èŠð´Aø¶.
 «ñ½‹ ÜFè 
Ü÷M™ ï£˜„êˆF¬ù 
àœ÷ì‚A àœ÷î£™ 
ê˜‚è¬óJ¡ Ü÷¾ ï¡° 
å¿ƒ°ð´ˆîŠð´Aø¶. 
Ýè«õ ï£œ«î£Á‹ å¼ 
ªè£Œò£Š ðö‹ ê£ŠHìô£«ñ!

â¡ªù¡ù ðö‹ ê£ŠH†ì£™ 
â¡ªù¡ù ðò¡ M¬÷»‹?

ÝŠHœ: å¼ ï£¬÷‚° 
å¼ ÝŠHœ âù â´ˆ¶‚ 
ªè£‡ì£™, «ï£J¡P 
õ£öô£‹. ÝŠHO™ 
M†ìI¡ C êˆ¶ °¬øõ£è 
Þ¼ŠHÂ‹, ÜF™ àœ÷ 
antioxidants, flavonoids 
«ð£¡ø¬õ Þ‰î 
M†ìI¡ C êˆ¶‚è¬÷ 
« ñ ‹ ð ´ ˆ ¶ õ î £ ™ , 
ªð¼ƒ°ì™ ¹ŸÁ «ï£Œ, 
ñ£ó¬ìŠ¹, ð‚èõ£î‹ 
«ð£¡ø Ýðˆ¶‚è¬÷ 
ÝŠHœ °¬ø‚Aø¶.
Ýó…²: ÞQŠð£ù¶ å¼ 
ï£¬÷‚° 2-4 Ýó…² 
â´Šð¶ üô«î£ûˆ¬î 
Mô‚°‹. ªè£¿Š¬ð‚ 
°¬ø‚è àî¾‹. «ñ½‹ 
CÁcóè‚ èŸè¬÷‚ 
è¬óŠð«î£´, èŸèœ 
õó£ñ½‹ î´‚°‹. 
ÜîÂì¡ ªð¼ƒ°ì™ 
¹ŸÁ«ï£J¡ ÝðˆF¬ù‚ 
°¬ø‚Aø¶.
î˜ÌêE: Iè¾‹ 
°O˜„Cò£ù å¼ î£è‹ 
b˜Šð£¡. 92% î‡a˜„ 
êˆ¶‚è¬÷»¬ìò¶. «ñ½‹ 
Þ‰îŠ ðöˆF™ ñ£ªð¼‹ 
Ü÷M™ Gluthathione 
Þ¼Šðî£™, Ü¶ ï‹ 
àì‹H¡ «ï£Œ âF˜Š¹ 
ê‚F¬ò ÜFèK‚è 
àî¾Aø¶. «ñ½‹ Þ¶ 
lycopene.  â¡Â‹ ¹ŸÁ 
«ï£¬ò âF˜ˆ¶Š «ð£ó£´‹ 
å¼ oxidant Þ¡ º‚Aò 
Ýî£óñ£è¾‹ àœ÷¶. 
î˜ŠÌêEJ™ àœ÷ ñŸø 
êˆ¶‚èœ M†ìI¡ C, 
ªð£†ì£Cò‹ ÝAò¬õ.
ªè£Œò£ & ðŠð£O: Þ¬õ 
Þó‡´«ñ M†ìI¡ 
C G¬ø‰î¶ àò˜ 
M†ìI¡ C ªè£‡ì 
ðöƒè¬÷ à‡ì£™ 
ê‰«îèˆ¶‚AìI¡P àì™ 
ïô‹ ªðÁ‹. ªè£Œò£ðö‹ 

ï£˜„êˆ¶ ÜðKIîñ£è 
àœ÷î£™, ñô„C‚è¬ôˆ 
î´‚è àî¾Aø¶. 
ðŠð£OŠðö‹ è«ó£†¯¡ 
êˆ¶‚èœ G¬ø‰î¶œ÷î£™ 
è‡èÀ‚° Iè¾‹ ï™ô¶.
AM ðö‹: Þ¶ å¼ CPò 
Ýù£™ õL¬ñ I°‰î 
ðö‹. ÞŠðö‹ ªð£†ì£Cò‹, 
ñ‚mSò‹, M†ìI¡ ß 
ñŸÁ‹ ï£˜„êˆ¶‚èœ 
G¬ø‰î æ˜ ï™ô ðö‹. 
Ýó…²Š ðöˆ¬î Mì 
M†ìI¡ C êˆ¶ AM 
ðöˆF™ Þó‡´ ñìƒ° 
ÜFè‹ àœ÷¶.
v†ó£ªð˜K: ð£¶è£Š¹ î¼‹ 
ðö‹. Þ‰îŠ ðöˆF™ ñŸø 
â™ô£Š ðöƒè¬÷»‹ Mì, 
ªñ£ˆî Antioxidant ê‚F 
Þ¼Šðî£™, Þ¶ ï‹ àìL™ 
²î‰Fóñ£Œ è†´Šð£ìŸÁ 
ð™AŠ ªð¼°‹ Ü®Šð¬ì‚ 
ÃÁè÷£™ (free radicals) 
Þóˆî ï£÷ƒèO™ Ü¬ìŠ¹, 
¹ŸÁ «ï£Œ‚ è£óEèœ 
ªð¼°î™ ºîLò¬õ 
ãŸðì£ñ™ ï‹¬ñŠ 
ð£¶è£‚Aø¶.
àíMŸ°Š Hø° ê£î£óí 
ï™ô °®c˜ Ü¼‰îô£‹. 
Ýù£™ °O˜‰î î‡a˜ 
Ü™ô¶ °O˜‰î ð£ùƒèœ 
Ü¼‰¶õ¶ ¹ŸÁ «ï£¬ò 
à‡ì£‚°‹. Ýè«õ 
àí¾ à‡ìH¡ Iîñ£ù 
²´c˜ Ü¼‰¶õ¶ ï™ô 
póíˆ¬î à‡´ ð‡µ‹. 
ªè£¿Š¬ð»‹ °¬ø‚°‹. 
Ü¬êõ àí¾ à‡ì 
H¡ è‡®Šð£è °O˜‰î 
ð£íƒèœ Ü¼‰¶õ¬îˆ 
îM˜‚è¾‹. Ü¬êõ àí¾ 
à‡ðîŸ° å¼ ñE 
«ïóˆFŸ° º¡¹ ãî£õ¶ 
ðö„ê£Á Ü¼‰FM†´ 
Ü¬êõ àí¾ à‡ì£™, 
õ£»ˆ ªî£™¬ô ãŸðì£¶.
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In 1993, the United 
Nations General 
Assembly decided that a 
day should be dedicated 
to creating awareness 
about the conservation 

and significance of fresh 
water in our lives. Since 
1993, March 22 has 
been observed as World 
Water Day. “World Water 
Day celebrates water 
and inspires action to 
tackle the global water 
crisis. A core focus of 
World Water Day is to 
support the achievement 
of Sustainable 
Development Goal 
(SDG) 6: water and 
sanitation for all by 2030. 
World Water Day is an 

World Water Day
annual United Nations 
Observance – held on 
22 March – focusing 
on the importance of 
freshwater, coordinated 
by UN-Water and led by 
one or more UN-Water 
Members and Partners 
with a related mandate,” 
wrote the United Nations 
on their official website. 
The day aims to create 
conversations and raise 
awareness about the 
importance of saving 
water.
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Makers of the music 
video ‘Inimel’ starring 
Lokesh Kanagaraj and 

Neelankarai police 
have registered a case 
against a Rapido bike 
taxi rider for flashing 
before a woman 
customer. Based on a 
complaint from a woman 

Researchers believe cricket could be dated as far 
back as the 13th century; however, this first recorded 

Shruti Haasan are all 
set to unveil a teaser. 
Sharing it to X, makers 

resident of Kaveri Nagar 
in Kottivakkam, the 
police are looking for 
one Natanasabapathi of 
Kundrathur, rider of the 
bike taxi.
According to the police, 

Lokesh,Shruti starrer ‘Inimel’ teaser to 
be out on this date

Hunt on for Rapido bike taxi rider who 
flashed at woman customer

CRICKET HISTORY 

wrote,”No Winners No 
Losers, #Inimel only 
Players (sic).”
The teaser will be out 
on March 21. Recently, 
the makers unveiled 
the title of the music 
video Inimel with a 
poster. Composed and 
conceptualised by Shruti 
Haasan, the song will 
introduce the Lokesh 
as an actor for the first 
time. Kamal Haasan has 
penned the lyrics for 
Inimel. Releasing under 
the label of Raaj Kamal 
Films International, 
the song is helmed by 
Dwarkesh Prabakar.

the woman booked a 
bike taxi from Guindy to 
Kottivakkam on Tuesday. 
The incident occurred 
when the woman 
reached home. The 
bike taxi rider opened 
the fly and flashed 
when the victim was 
making the payment. 
The woman in a state of 
shock threw the helmet, 
given by the accused for 
traveling during the ride 
on his bike. The rider 
immediately escaped 
from the scene without 
even bothering to collect 
the fare of Rs122 from 
the woman. Later on 
Wednesday, the woman 
filed a complaint with 
the Neelankarai police 
station.

game took place in 
Kent. Since the first 
matchup, the rules have 
changed throughout the 
years. The sport grew in 
popularity, specifically in 
England, in the 17th and 
18th centuries.
William Gilbert Grace 
MRCS LRCP was an 
English amateur 
cricketer who was 
important in the 
development of the 
sport and is widely 
considered one of its 
greatest players. He 
was nominally amateur 
as a cricketer, but he 
is said to have made 
more money from his 
cricketing activities 
than any professional 
cricketer.

• From eating 
foods that enhance 
melatonin to avoiding 
spicy foods, here are 
some evening habits for 
a good night’s sleep.
“Are you tired of 
tossing and turning all 
night? Let’s talk about 
something we often 
overlook – our eating 
habits and how they 
affect our sleep,” says 
Nutritionist Karishma 
Shah on secrets to a 
restful night with smart 
food choices. Here are 
5 eating habits that 

promise better sleep.
Time it right: If you eat 
just hitting bed, your 
sleep quality is bound 
to be affected. Finish 
dinner 2-3 hours before 
bed to aid digestion and 
avoid discomfort.
Nutrient-rich choices: 
Opt for foods rich 
in sleep-enhancing 
nutrients like 
magnesium (eg nuts) 
and melatonin (eg 
cherries). 
Hydration strategy: 
Waking up in the 
middle of the night for 

5 evening habits that can help you sleep 
better

a washroom break can 
impact sleep quality. 
Limit fluids close to 
bedtime to prevent 
walking up for bathroom 
trips.
Mindful evening meal: 
Avoid heavy or spicy 
foods in the dinner as 
they may cause acid 
reflux and discomfort.
Smart bedtime snacks: 
If needed, have a light, 
balanced snacklike 
banana with almond 
butter to curb late-night 
cravings.

NEED PROPER SIGNAL IN CHINTHAMANI

 In Chinthamani road signal not working. 2 wheeler and 4 wheeler 
riders are suffered to ride the vehicle, That place need more attention. People 
are stag in that junction. Past one weeks ago some random minor accidents are 
occur. So, Concerned department need to care that junction.

The pandemic is 
largely responsible for 
advocating the idea 
of proper intake of 
Vitamin C, known as 

an important immune-
support nutrient and 
vital in helping the 
body protect itself from 
severe viral illnesses. 

How much extra Vitamin C is essential 
for good health?

But how much is the 
right amount needed for 
the body?
Research at New 
University of Otago, 
Christchurch in New 
Zealand has identified, 
for the first time, 
exactly how much extra 
Vitamin C humans need 
to ingest, relative to 
their body weight, to 
maximise their immune 
health.
Vitamin C is known 
to be essential for 
good immune function 
and works by helping 
white blood cells fight 
infection.
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To facilitate the 
construction of 
the underground 
Villivakkam bus 
terminus metro station 
in corridor 5, the bus 
stand in the area will 
be temporarily shifted 
to the parade ground of 
Integral Coach Factory 
(ICF) for two years.
CMRL will construct the 

South superstar 
Thalapathy Vijay, who 
is busy shooting for 
his film ‘Greatest Of 
All Time’ in Kerala, 
greeted fans on Friday 
and expressed gratitude 
to them for their love. 
Vijay is shooting at the 
Sports Hub stadium in 
Thiruvananthapuram. 
The ‘GOAT’ is being 

Colourful creativity by 
Thara Ganesan
A colourful and creative 
solo painting exhibition 
by Thara Ganesan titled  
“ARTISTIC ALCHEMY” 
was inaugurated at  
Soul Spice Art Gallery 
on 14th March 2024.
The painting 
exhibition cum sale 

temporary bus stand 
this week once the 
Metropolitan Transport 
Corporation (MTC) 
submits its design. A 
lease agreement has 
been signed between 
the two departments 
to use the ICF land 
measuring 1,441 square 
metres for operating 
MTC buses.

directed by Venkat 
Prabhu.
Since his arrival in 
Kerala a few days ago, 
Vijay has been greeted 
by a massive crowd of 
his fans. In the viral 
videos, Vijay came out 
of his vanity van and 
climbed atop it to greet 
them. In response to the 
overwhelming support, 

was inauguration 
by Chief Guest Shri 
Vasanthabalan Film 
Director. Guests of 
Honour Eminent Artist 
Kalaichemmal Shri. 
A.Viswam and Shri. AR.R 
Rammanath Founder 
Chairman, Dot School of 
Design, Chennai graced 
the ceremony.

Villivakkam bus stand to be shifted to 
ICF grounds for 2 years

Thalapathy Vijay greets, expresses gratitude 
to fans during GOAT’s Kerala schedule

Colourful and creative solo painting 
exhibition

CMRL has taken up 
the ICF land on lease 
at Rs 52.04 lakh and 
the departments have 
already planned the 
construction. The 
Villivakkam bus stand, 
with 20,000 to 30,000 
footfall per day, operates 
73 regular buses and 
seven minibuses. The 
buses from the stand ply 
to Perambur, Broadway, 
Foreshore Estate, 
Besant Nagar and 
Tiruvanmiyur. An MTC 
staff further explained 
that buses such as 
27D and 47 are in high 
demand. “Since these 
buses connect many 
prime spots and city 
colleges, once shifted, 
there will be a need 
to operate minibuses 
to access the parade 
ground station.” The 
Parade ground is 1.6 
km from the Villivakkam 
bus stand, via Konnur 
High Road.

Vijay took a moment to 
thank his fans for their 
unconditional love.
In the movie, 
Thalapathy Vijay will 
be seen portraying 
dual roles. ‘Greatest 
Of All Time’ boasts an 
ensemble cast including 
Prashanth, Prabhu 
Deva, and Meenaakshi 
Chaudhary. Vijay is 
known for his eye-
catching performances 
in films such as ‘Theri’, 
‘Master’, ‘Bigil’, ‘Beast’ 
‘Puli’, ‘Thuppakki’, 
‘Mersal’, and ‘Kaththi’, 
among others. He was 
last seen in the action 
film ‘Leo’ which also 
starred Sanjay Dutt in 
the lead role. Helmed by 
Lokesh Kanagaraj, the 
film received positive 
responses from the 
audience.

The exhibition is on 
till 23 March 2024 at 
Soul Spice Art Gallery 
situated at No-21/11, 1st 
Main Road, C.I.T.Colony, 
Mylapore, Chennai. The 
gallery is open from 
12.00 noon to 7.00 pm 
( Monday to Saturday). 
Sunday Holiday. All are 
welcome.

If any interesting News & Views in your 
area Please Contact : 98409 37719
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Eat a brain-healthy diet to support 
strong mental health

 Foods that may support your mood include beans, legumes (e.g., 
lentils), fatty fish rich in omega-3s, nuts (e.g., walnuts, almonds, cashews 
and peanuts), avocados, dark leafy greens (e.g., spinach, kale and Brussels 
sprouts), and fruit (e.g., blueberries).
 Dark chocolate has also been found to be potentially beneficial for 
mental health. For the best dietary and nutritional advice, talk to a registered 
dietician.

Dangerous level crossing in Purasaiwalkam

In Purasaiwalkam near csc computer coaching center, people are not crossing 
the road in a proper manner. It is a dangerous situation to the people.

Tree Branches over Electric Cables

In VP Colony, North Street of Ayanavaram, broken 

tree branches is found 
lying over the Electric 
pole and cables. This 
might lead to hazardous 
situations that might 
precipitate serious 
mishaps. During rainy 
days, the situation could 
be further aggravated 
as it might lead to 
increase dangers of 
electrocution. With the 
frequency of children 
and old people in the 
vicinity, the EB has 
to take the necessary 
precautions and steps at 
the earliest.

 Fats consumed should be less than 30% of your total energy intake. 
This will help prevent unhealthy weight gain and NCDs. There are different 
types of fats, but unsaturated fats are preferable over saturated fats and 
trans-fats. WHO recommends reducing saturated fats to less than 10% of total 
energy intake; reducing trans-fats to less than 1% of total energy intake; and 
replacing both saturated fats and trans-fats to unsaturated fats.
 The preferable unsaturated fats are found in fish, avocado and nuts, 
and in sunflower, soybean, canola and olive oils; saturated fats are found in 
fatty meat, butter, palm and coconut oil, cream, cheese, ghee and lard; and 
trans-fats are found in baked and fried foods, and pre-packaged snacks and 
foods, such as frozen pizza, cookies, biscuits, and cooking oils and spreads.

Reduce intake of harmful fats
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The Chennai 
Metropolitan Water 
Supply and Sewerage 
Board (Metro 
Water) has written 
to Greater Chennai 
Corporation to enhance 
the infrastructure 
development charge to 
Rs 264 per sqm from 
April 1.
Presently, Chennai 
Corporation is 

collecting infrastructure 
development charges 
on behalf of Metro Water 
at the rate of Rs 240 per 
sqm while processing 
planning permission 
applications for stilt-
plus-3 floors or ground-
plus-2 floors up to 
10,000 sqft. The water 
manager had already 
passed a resolution to 
increase the charges 

Chennai Metro Water seeks 10% 
increase in infra charge every year; first 

hike from April 1
by 10 per cent every 
year. Infrastructure 
development charges 
are being collected to 
provide and maintain 
public facilities even 
though Metro Water 
collects separate 
charges for providing 
water and sewerage 
connections to new 
buildings.
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Anna Nagar West 13th Main Road was milled two weeks ago but is yet to get a tar 
top. Residents are forced to deal with the dust pollution and two-wheeler riders risk 
being in accidents. concern department need to take action against that.

Milled Road needs to Topped up

Careless wastes disposal in Mookathal 
Steet, Purasaiwakkam

 Tree wastes 
like broken branches 
and leaves and heaps 
of sand and small rocks 
are found in opposite 
to Ankur Garments 
at Mookathal street. 

These wastes are 
found making their 
way into the road. The 
pedestrians are finding it 
difficult to walk through 
the zone. The dustbin 
in the vicinity is found 

lying idle. Frequent 
inspection from the 
corporation is needed to 
avoid problems for the 
commuters who walk 
through the side walks 
on routine basis.
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Advertise in 

purasai Times
ClassiFieds

Classified advertisements are accepted at your doorstep (service Charges rs.50) # 33, Mookathal Street, 
(Next to CSI Church), Purasawalkam, Ch-7.  Ph : 2661 3111, 4551 8154, 98409 37719.

Advertise on Business Offers, Rentals, Buying & Selling of Houses, 
Flats, Plots, by spending only Rs. 500/-  through  “ClASSiFiedS”. 
(Rs. 500/- for the first 20 words and Rs. 20/- for every additional word)

Cut-off time for Classifieds on Friday from 9.30 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.

 F i l i p i n o s 
consume twice the 
recommended amount 
of sodium, putting 
them at risk of high 
blood pressure, which 
in turn increases the 
risk of heart disease 
and stroke. Most 
people get their sodium 
through salt. Reduce 
your salt intake to 5g 
per day, equivalent to 
about one teaspoon. 
It’s easier to do this 
by limiting the amount 
of salt, soy sauce, fish 
sauce and other high-

sodium condiments 
when preparing 
meals; removing 
salt, seasonings and 
condiments from your 
meal table; avoiding 
salty snacks; and 
choosing low-sodium 
products.
 On the other 
hand, consuming 
excessive amounts of 
sugars increases the 
risk of tooth decay and 
unhealthy weight gain. 
In both adults and 
children, the intake of 
free sugars should be 

Consume less salt and sugar
reduced to less than 
10% of total energy 
intake.
This is equivalent 
to 50g or about 12 
teaspoons for an adult. 
WHO recommends 
consuming less than 
5% of total energy 
intake for additional 
health benefits. You 
can reduce your sugar 
intake by limiting the 
consumption of sugary 
snacks, candies and 
s u g a r - s w e e t e n e d 
beverages.
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 Smoking tobacco causes NCDs such as lung disease, heart disease and 
stroke. Tobacco kills not only the direct smokers but even non-smokers through 
second-hand exposure. Currently, there are around 15.9 million Filipino adults 
who smoke tobacco but 7 in 10 smokers are interested or plan to quit.
 If you are currently a smoker, it’s not too late to quit. Once you do, 
you will experience immediate and long-term health benefits. If you are not a 
smoker, that’s great! Do not start smoking and fight for your right to breathe 
tobacco-smoke-free air.

 Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is called a “silent killer”. This is 
because many people who have hypertension may not be aware of the problem 
as it may not have any symptoms. If left uncontrolled, hypertension can lead 
to heart, brain, kidney and other diseases. Have your blood pressure checked 
regularly by a health worker so you know your numbers. If your blood pressure 
is high, get the advice of a health worker. This is vital in the prevention and 
control of hypertension

Don’t smoke

Check your blood pressure regularly

Elephants can be 
described as either 
eating machines or 
manure manufacturers, 
depending on their 
activity at the time. 
Elephants may feed for 

up to 16 hours a day. In 
the wild one animal can 
consume as much as 
600 pounds of food in a 
single day, although 250 
– 300 pounds is a more 
typical amount. Normal 

National Animal of Thailand
daily water consumption 
is about 25 – 50 gallons 
per animal, or 100 – 
200 liters. Elephants 
have hair all over their 
bodies. The elephant 
trunk serves as a nose, 
a hand, an extra foot, 
a signaling device and 
a tool for gathering 
food, siphoning water, 
dusting, digging and 
much more. Only male 
Asian elephants have 
large tusks. An average 
baby elephants weigh 
200 – 300 pounds 
at birth. Elephants 
have been known to 
learn more than 60 
commands.
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Love without 
condition

Learn to love 
without condition.

Talk without any 
bad intention.

Donate without 
any reason and 

reservation.

And most of 
all, Care for 

otherswithout any 
expectations.

visiT our 
websiTe :

www.pura-
saiTimes.

Com
For our Cur-

renT issue.

C l a s s i f i e d  B a Z a a R
BUYING & SERVICE

•  Good Price, We Buy 

Old Lcd, Led Audios, 

Computer, Ups Battery 

A/C etc., service also 

undertaken. Contact: 

S.K ASSOCIATES 

- 9 4 4 4 1 4 9 3 3 5 , 

8428880834.

• Old TV LED, LCD, 

Computer, Monitor, 

UPS, Invertor, Batteries, 

Heater, Generator, 

Laptop, Fridge, A/C, 

Hi Fi MusicSystem, 

Furnitures and all 

scrapes. Ct: 8 7 5 4 4  0 

2 1 9 9 / 81898 02989.

RENTAL

• KILPAUK, Secretariat 
colony, Barracka Road, 
900 sq.ft. 2 bhk, 3rd 
floor, 3phase current, 
covered car parking, 
24 hrs water supply, 
contact : 9444204259.

• PURASAIWAKKAM, 
available 3 bhk 
flat with modular 
kitchen, wardrobe, 
cp, 1520 sq.ft. at 
purasaiwakkam, opp. to 
alagappa mat. school, 
no brokers contact : mr. 
karthick, 9600527293.

SALE

• PURASAIWALKAM, 
Clements road, 800 
sq.ft, ground floor, ac 
sheet roof, tiled house, 
contact: 9383002003.

FLAT FOR SALE

• KOLATHUR, 
vinayagapuram, near 
bus stand, 2bhk flat, 
2nd floor, 830 sq.ft  for 
sale, 3phase current 
and good water facility. 
Amount Rs. 47 lakhs. 

Contact: 9840937727.

WANTED

• wanted delivery 
boys with two wheeler. 
contact : Laundry 

world, 89254 44267.

TUITION

• Excellent Home 
Tuition for 9th, 10th, 
11th & 12th, Maths 
& Science, for Both 
CBSE, ICSE & State 
Board, Good Results 
assured. Contact: R . 
R a g h a v a n R a m 
a n u j a n : 9 8 8 4 1 

6 1 4 8 3.

OLIVE OIL 
olive is a small ovel shaped fruit with a hard 
stone and bitter flesh. It is greenwin unripe and 
bluish black when ripe. It’s oil is used as food and 
salad dressings. Olive oil regulates high levels of 
cholesterol and helps to regulate the cardiovascular 
system. It also helps to assimilate vitamins and 
minerals including calcium Oliver oil prevents skin 
aging of internal organs and a IDS mineralisation 
of bones.

 In Bricklin Road bus stand saru wood ballies 
and plank are there. Bus stand is the public usage 
but some peoples are using their own usage. Use to 
Sleep, things are kept under the bus stand sitting 
chairs like that.

SARU WOOD BALLIES @ 
BRICKLIN ROAD BUS STAND
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Ghee on empty stomach

Ghee is a rich source of 
nutrients like calcium, 

healthy fats, omega-3 
fatty acids, and Vitamins 
A, D, E, and K. Thus 
consuming ghee on an 
empty stomach helps 
keep the cells in the 
body healthy. It provides 
intense hydration and 
turns the dry skin into 
soft and supple skin 
since ghee on an empty 
stomach lends moisture 
to the skin and reduces 
wrinkles and pimples. 

Ghee is beneficial even 
for the brain. The brain 
contains more than 
50% fat and the nerve 
cells of the brain require 
optimum amounts of 
fatty acid for proper 
functioning. Eating ghee 
on an empty stomach 
has various benefits 
for the hair as well. 
Enhancing gut health as 
well. It improves blood 
circulation.

Vines on the cable @ Kandappa street

In Purasaiwalkam, kandappa street, vines are very greeny  and catchy eyes 
but all the vines are grown on the cable wires. It is very dangerous situation for 
people. All the cable wires are slightly slope down. Concerned department take 
action against that. To clear the waste vines on the cable.

Dangerous cable in Barnaby road

In kilpauk barnaby road, Electric cable are in dangerous condition. current 
Passing electricity through cable. People who are walk that path, they are 
not in safe. In night time it is dangerous situation to the people . Concerned 
department take action against that.

Vitamin “D” Intake could 
reduce Asthma by half, 
according to the study 
made. The nutrient 
from Vitamin ‘D’ – in 
foods such as oily fish 
viz., Solomon sardines, 
b\herring, mackerel, 
frees tune, red meat, 

liver, egg yolks – can 
reduce the chance of 
life threatening Asthma 
attack by half. The 
nutrient in Vitamin 
‘D’ boost the immune 
system’s response to 
respiratory problems, 
Scientists said. The 

Could Vitamin D intake reduce Asthma
Vitamin ‘D’ also 
reduced the number of 
arthomatics needing 
steroids after suffering 
breathing difficulties bt 
nearly third. Vitamin 
‘D’ can be gained from 
sunlight also. 


